Although OGLE-TR-56b was the second transiting exoplanet discovered, only one light curve, observed in 2006, has been published besides the discovery data. We present twenty-one light curves of nineteen different transits observed between July 2003 and July 2009 with the Magellan Telescopes and Gemini South. The combined analysis of the new light curves confirms a slightly inflated planetary radius relative to model predictions, with R p = 1.378 ± 0.090 R J . However, the values found for the transit duration, semimajor axis, and inclination values differ significantly from the previous result, likely due to systematic errors. The new semimajor axis and inclination, a = 0.01942 ± 0.00015 AU and i = 73.72 ± 0.18
INTRODUCTION
OGLE-TR-56b was the second transiting exoplanet discovered, after HD209458b (Charbonneau et al. 2000; Henry et al. 2000) , and the first found by a photometric wide-field survey (Udalski et al. 2002) . The planetary nature of this object was confirmed by Konacki et al. (2003) , who derived a mass of 1.3M J from radial velocity measurements of the host star. An initial flurry of follow-up observations included radial velocity measurements by Torres et al. (2004) and Bouchy et al. (2005) ; the determination of the host star's fundamental parameters and chemical composition by Santos et al. (2006) ; and more recently the detection of OGLE-TR-56b's atmosphere by Sing and López-Morales (2009) . However, due to the faintness of the target (V = 16.56, I = 15.3) and the recent explosion in the number of other, brighter transiting systems, OGLE-TR-56b remains relatively unstudied, despite having one of the shortest known periods (1.2 days). The radius of the planet is currently constrained by only two light curves: the composite OGLE discovery light curve in I (Udalski et al. 2002) , and a single light curve in 2006 observed alternately in Bessel R and V filters ). The precision of the planetary parameters for this system has thus far been limited by the photometric quality of the available transit light curves (Southworth 2008) and not by the precision of the stellar parameters, as is currently the case for many other planets.
OGLE-TR-56b was selected in 2006 as part of our campaign of high-quality photometric observations to search for transit timing variations (see Adams 2010; Adams et al. 2010a Adams et al. ,b, 2011 . Its short orbital period allows for many observational opportunities, and it remains one of the better candidates to search for changes in the orbital period due to orbital decay. Predictions vary widely on the time scale over which orbital decay would be observable (Sasselov 2003; Pätzold et al. 2004; Carone and Pätzold 2007; Levrard et al. 2009 ), with estimates of the remaining lifetime of this system ranging from a few billion years (Sasselov 2003 ) to a much shorter 7 Myr (assuming Q * = 10 6 Levrard et al. 2009 ) using very different assumptions about tidal equilibrium modes. Therefore, the estimates for the decrease in the orbital period due to orbital decay range from 0.1 to 10 ms yr −1 . This value is only a few times smaller than the current error on the orbital period (86 ms from Pont et al. 2007 ).
Here we present twenty-one new light curves of nineteen transits of OGLE-TR-56b, observed from 2003 to 2009, which we use to improve the planetary system parameters and also to search for potential timing anomalies in this system, including transit timing variations (TTVs) caused by interactions other bodies in the system, and transit duration variations (TDVs) caused by orbital precession, among other effects. In § 2 we describe the collection and analysis of the data. In § 3 we describe the transit model fitting; we note the difference in light curve shape compared to the light curve published by Pont et al. (2007) in § 3. 3 . In § 4 we present the revised transit ephemeris and discuss how the timing constrains the presence of other objects in the system.
OBSERVATIONS AND DATA ANALYSIS
Nineteen transits were observed between 2003 July and 2009 July, all but one with the Magellan telescopes. All transits are referred to by the UTC date of observations; when multiple light curves exist for a given UTC date, e.g. the two light curves on 2005 April 19 UT in the Johnson B and I band, they are denoted respectively as 20050419B and 20050419I. Seven full or partial transits were observed by the Transit Light Curve (TLC) collaboration (e.g., Holman et al. 2006 Holman et al. ) during 2003 Holman et al. -2006 MagIC-SITe. Thirteen transits were observed between 2006-2009 on Magellan using three instruments: POETS (3 transits), IMACS (1 transit), and MagIC-e2v (9 transits). One additional transit was observed in 2009 using GMOS on Gemini South. Details on instrument setup and observational conditions are summarized in Table 1 .
The Magellan instruments all had relatively small fields-of-view with high spatial sampling. The earliest transits used the Magellan Instant Camera (MagIC) with the original SITe CCD on the Clay telescope. MagICSiTe had a field of view of 140 × 140 and a plate scale of 0.069 per pixel; the CCD gain was about 2 e-/ADU and the read noise 6 e-. Four filters were used: Harris B, Mould I, and Sloan r and z (the filter transmission curves are shown in the legend of Figure 1 ). In June and July 2006, POETS (Portable Occultation, Eclipse, and Transit System) was installed as a visiting PI instrument on the Clay telescope. POETS has a field of view of 23 × 23 and a plate scale of 0. 046 per pixel. The camera is a frame-transfer CCD which can be GPS triggered and is described in Souza et al. (2006) . POETS was operated full-frame (no binning) in conventional mode with a gain of 3.4 e-/ADU and read noise of 6 e-. For the first two transits observed, a Schuler Astrodon Johnson-Cousins Is filter was used. For the third transit, observed on 20 July 2006, coincidentally the same night as the transit by Pont et al. (2007) , no filter was used as a test to achieve greater throughput; the POETS CCD is sensitive to wavelengths between 400-900 nm (Gulbis et al. 2008) . We refer to this as 20060720N to distinguish it from the Pont et al. (2007) observations.
One transit was observed in 2007 with the Inamori Magellan Areal Camera and Spectrograph (IMACS) on the Magellan Baade telescope (Dressler et al. 2006 ). We used the f /4 imaging mode with a subraster on one of the eight instrument CCDs (chip 2), reading out 1200x1200 pixels centered around x=1080 and y=3015, in order to decrease the readout time to roughly 35 seconds per frame in FAST mode. The area imaged was thus 133 × 133 , with a plate scale of 0.11 per pixel. This chip has a gain of 0.9 e-/ADU and read noise of 4.6 e-. A wideband filter, WB6300-9500, was used.
Between January 2008 and December 2009, the Magellan Instant Camera (MagIC) was mounted on the Magellan Baade telescope with the addition of a new e2v CCD. The MagIC-e2v detector, which shares a dewar with the older SITe CCD, is identical to the red CCD on HIPO (one of the first generation instruments to be flown on SOFIA), a fast read-out direct imaging camera that uses the LOIS control software (Dunham et al. 2004; Taylor et al. 2004; Osip et al. 2008 ). All of the MagIC-e2v transits were observed in the Sloan i filter. The MagIC-e2v camera has a field of view of 38 × 38 and a plate scale of 0. 037 per pixel unbinned. The camera can be operated in two different modes: single exposure mode, with a readout time of about 5 seconds per exposure, which was used for the first three transits in 2008; and frame transfer mode, with a readout time of only 3 milliseconds between frames in an image cube, which was used for the following six transits. The gain and read noise of the transits observed in 2008 were 2.4 e-/ADU and 5.5 e-per pixel, respectively, and two amplifiers were used during readout; after July 2008, the CCD was reconfigured to have a gain of 0.54 e-/ADU and 5 e-read noise per pixel and a single readout amplifier.
The transits observed with the frame transfer camera POETS were observed at a very rapid cadence (2-6 s per exposure), in order to get good time sampling during transit ingress and egress. However, the noise per frame was such that we chose to bin every 10 frames (20 s) for 20060622, 8 frames (32 s) for 20060714, and 10 frames (60 s) for 20060720N. In subsequent transits, the exposure times were adjusted to maintain roughly 10 6 integrated photons for both the target and multiple nearby comparison stars. Exposure times for unbinned (1 × 1) data ranged from 17-60 sec, and for binned data from 10-60 sec. Details of the observing settings are noted in Table 1. Gaps in the data for transits 20060622, 20060714, and 20080727 were caused by separate instrument computer glitches, while the gap in transit 20090510 was due to observing a gamma ray burst for another project while OGLE-TR-56b passed through zenith.
The observation strategy for the transits observed by the Transit Light Curve collaboration between [2003] [2004] [2005] [2006] is similar to that of OGLE-TR-111b. Details are provided in Winn et al. (2007) .
The transit on 20090428 was observed using GMOS (Gemini Multi-Object Spectrograph) at Gemini South Telescope. The observations were done in service mode using a Sloan i filter (i GO327 ), 2 × 2 binning, and an integration time between 12 and 30 seconds. We used the Region of Interest (ROI) of the camera in order to reduce the readout time to only 24 seconds in fast readout mode and low gain. 309 frames of 1024x2304 pixels were obtained with a scale of 0. 146 per pixel. The chip has a gain of 5 e-/ADU and read noise of 7.8 e-.
Accurate timing is of the utmost importance for this project, so special care was taken to ensure that the correct times were recorded in the image headers. For the transits observed with POETS in 2006, each image frame was triggered by a GPS, so the UTC start times are accurate to the microsecond level. For the transits observed with GMOS, MagIC-SITe, IMACS and MagICe2v (in 2008) , the UTC start times for each image were recorded from network time servers, which in most cases were verified by eye to be synchronized with the observatory's GPS clocks at the beginning of each night. For the MagIC-e2v observations in 2009, the times came from a small embedded control computer (a PC104), which received unlabeled GPS pulses every second. As with the network time servers, the PC104 was synchronized with the observatory's GPS before each transit observation. In all cases the UTC time signals written to the image headers agree within one second with the GPS time, as verified by examining the system control logs.
All data were calibrated using IRAF 10 . The zero level for POETS and IMACS data frames were calculated from bias frames taken before or after the transits, while the MagIC data frames were corrected using overscan regions on each image. The images were flat-fielded using either dome or twilight flats in the appropriate filter, as available. The GMOS data were reduced using the Gemini pipeline.
Although OGLE-TR-56 is in a very crowded field (Figure 2) , the generally excellent seeing and good spatial resolution of the detectors allowed for high-quality light curves using aperture photometry. Most of the photometry was done using the IRAF routine phot, part of the apphot package. A wide range of apertures and different comparison stars were examined, depending on the nightly conditions (e.g., seeing) and specific field of view, in the same way as described for other planets we have analyzed (Adams et al. 2010a (Adams et al. ,b, 2011 .
For a few transits, an alternative aperture photometry method was used to achieve greater precision. In this method, boxes were drawn around the target and comparison stars, and the sky was determined using a single 30-pixel box drawn around an empty region of sky (not easy to find for targets in crowded fields, such as OGLE-TR-56b). This method, as implemented in Mathematica, is both slower and not as robust as IRAF's phot, particularly for data sets in which the stars shifted by more than a few pixels; but for two transits (20060622 and 20080514) it produced lower out-of-target scatter and cleaner light curves. The sky region for 20060622 was centered 2.1 west and 0.1 south of the transiting planet host star; for 20080514 the region was located 2.0 east and 0.3 south.
We additionally explored using image subtraction (Alard and Lupton 1998; Alard 2000) to create the light curve for one transit, 20090504. This test produced a light curve with slightly better scatter compared to the aperture light curve (1.0 vs 1.1 mmag in 2 min), but the depth of the image-subtracted light curve is much shallower (k = 0.092 ± 0.002) than the aperture light curve for either the individual fit for that light curve (k = 0.102 ± 0.004) or the joint fit (k = 0.1039 ± 0.0004). This problem is a known potential pitfall for image subtraction photometry (see e.g. discussion in Gillon et al. 2007; Adams et al. 2010a ). We note, however, that image subtraction does not always give erroneous depths; the TLC light curves were created with image subtraction (Winn et al. 2007) , and the depths and other parameters, particularly of the full transits, agree well with light curves made with aperture photometry.
After obtaining light curves for each transit, the out-oftransit flux of each curve was examined for linear trends against several variables: airmass, seeing, telescope azimuth, (x, y) pixel location, and time since beginning of transit. These parameters were chosen because they are either directly correlated with photometric trends (e.g. seeing, airmass), or are proxies for other effects that may be harder to measure (e.g. the telescope azimuth, which is a major component in the de-rotator rates, which were not recorded in the headers of all transit files). The data presented no significant systematics, except in three transits, for which we fit and remove linear trends for slight slopes in the flux over time (transits 20070830 and 20090504) , and a slope with seeing (transit 20080727). Since these slopes were removed before the light curve parameter fitting step (see § 3), for simplicity, it is possible that covariances between those trends and the transit parameters might have a slight effect on the individual transit parameter. However, the joint fit values are unlikely to be affected since most of the transits fit had no slopes removed.
In the case of 20060720N, the light curve observed with no filter, we found that differential color extinction dominates the light curve systematics. Differential extinction, strongly correlated with airmass, is particularly troublesome, since it affects individual comparison stars differently. We therefore took a slightly different detrending approach for this dataset. The low airmass values (1.0 to 1.1) allow a linear approximation of the airmass term when detranding. In addition, we fit a separate linear slope to the ratio of the target to each comparison star, before attempting to combine them to produce the final transit light curves. Although we initially examined 13 different comparison stars over a wide range of photometric apertures, only two comparison stars could be used in the final light curve. We note that despite the relatively low scatter of the resulting light curve, there are dangers in this approach, notably in how to accurately detrend when there is little data on one side of the out-of-transit baseline to constrain the slope removed. However, given that the resulting light curve agrees well in depth and shape with the other, filtered transits, this method seems to have worked in in this case. Because correcting for differential extinction in bluer wavelengths introduces many systematic complications, we do not recommend observing planetary transits without filters as a general rule; if the goal is to achieve greater throughput, a redder wideband filter would be a better option.
The photometric parameters used to generate each light curve are shown in Table 2 . Each resulting light curve is plotted in Figure 1 , together with the residuals from the best model plot, with each transit binned to two minutes for comparison. The transit fluxes and times are available as an online table; an excerpt is shown in Table 3 .
Literature light curves
The only published high-quality light curve for OGLE-TR-56b was observed on 2006 July 20 UT with the VLT in both R and V , with alternating sequences in each filter of 7-8 exposures of 15-40 s each ). Upon refitting that light curve (provided by F. Pont 2007, personal communication) , we found that the shape of the transit does not agree well with the one obtained from the new light curves, most notably in an 18-minute discrepancy in the transit duration (see § 3.3).
In an attempt to resolve this problem, we downloaded the now publicly available on the VLT archive database raw image frames and re-analyzed the data for each filter (see Figures 1 and 3) . Our new light curves, based on aperture photometry, are less precise than the original image subtraction light curve: 1.0 mmag in R-band and 1.2 mmag in V -band, compared to 0.7 mmag for the orig-inal combined V/R curve. However, the aperture light curves are consistent in transit depth and duration with the 19 other light curves presented in this paper. The revised curves, referred to as 20060720R and 20060720V henceforth, are used in all subsequent analyses, except as noted for comparison with the original photometry, which we call 20060720P. We also note that the times used in the Pont et al. (2007) light curve appear to be the start time, rather than the mid-exposure time of each frame, and thus are earlier than the corresponding points in our analysis by 8-20 s; however, this slight time offset is less than the midtime error on the transit, and cannot account for the duration difference.
We did not refit the OGLE survey light curve, which is a composite of 13 full and partial transits spanning several hundred nights (Udalski et al. 2002) . However, we do use the most up-to-date published midtime of that composite light curve (Torres et al. 2004 ) in our timing analysis, after adding 66.184 s to correct for the UTC-TT offset ( § 4).
TRANSIT FITTING RESULTS

Model
Our transit model fits use the algorithm of Mandel and Agol (2002) as implemented by Carter and Winn (2009) , assuming white noise. We assumed that OGLE-TR-56b has zero obliquity, oblateness and orbital eccentricity. The stellar mass and radius values used to convert the model output into physical parameters were taken from Torres et al. (2008) and are listed in Table 4 . We also fixed the orbital period to P = 1.211909 days , since that parameter is only used to convert a/R * into an orbital speed, and therefore has no major effect in the other model parameters. To model the stellar limb darkening, we assumed a quadratic law with initial values for the u 1 and u 2 parameters set to the ATLAS values for the appropriate filter (Claret 2000 (Claret , 2004 11 In all transits we found it necessary to fix the quadratic term u 2 . In addition, we only fit for the linear term u 1 in the transits observed in the i and I-band filters, while leaving it fixed for the transits observed in the B, r , z , W B-bands and with no filter because the precision of these light curves is insufficient to constrain the value of u 1 . The values for u 1 and u 2 are calculated using thejktld program by Southworth (2008) 12 , assuming the stellar parameter values T = 6119 K, log g = 4.2 cm/s 2 , [M/H] = 0, and V micro = 2 km/s. We fixed the coefficients for the wideband transit 20070830 to be the same as the Sloan i filter, since the actual filter used, WB6300-9500, is centered at the same wavelength, though about twice as wide. The limb darkening parameters for the transit with no filter were derived by setting all other parameters fixed to a joint-fit value excluding this light curve, then fitting for u 1,none and u 2,none alone. Carlo (MCMC) method, using Gibbs sampling and Metropolis-Hastings stepping (Tegmark et al. 2004; Holman et al. 2006 ). This method is described in greater detail in e.g. Carter et al. (2011) . Three independent chains of a million links each were combined, discarding the first 50,000 links of each chain, to avoid any potential solution biases due to the initial values of the input parameters. For each fitted parameter -the radius ratio, k, inclination, i, semimajor axis ratio, a/R * (global parameters for all transits), limb darkening coefficients u 1 and u 2 (global for each filter), and out-of-transit flux, F OOT and transit midtime, T C (specific to each transit) -we find the posterior distribution, all of which are roughly Gaussian. The median value and 68.3% confidence intervals of each parameter distribution are reported in Table 4 .
To account for excess correlated noise in the light curves, we calculated the time-averaged residuals. This is done by binning the residuals for each light curve into bins from 10 to 30 minutes, the typical time scales of correlated noise (Pont et al. 2006) , and then calculating how much greater the actual noise is compared to the ideal noise assuming photon statistics. The excess noise varied from 1-2.8 times the predicted noise level, and has been included in the error bars on all transit midtime and individual parameters.
As a check that there were no additional slopes in the data that could affect the photometry, we ran a test MCMC fit to 12 light curves that included a slope with respect to airmass as an additional free parameter. None of the 12 full light curves fit in this way had a significant shift in transit parameters, so we did not included airmass slopes in the rest of our analysis. Table 4 summarizes the joint model fit values for the planet-star radius ratio, k, inclination, i, semimajor axis ratio, a/R * , total transit duration, T 14 , full transit duration, T 23 , and ingress/egress duration, T 12 = T 34 . (The total transit duration is the time from first to last contact, while the full transit duration is the time when the disk of the planet is entirely overlapping the disc of the star. The ingress and egress duration are the times it takes for the transition, and are equal if the orbit is circular. See Winn (2010) for a mathematical description of the transit nomenclature.)
We also fit each light curve independently. Table 5 reports each individual parameter and error, along with the time-averaged residual factors by which those errors have been increased. To explore variations with time, the values are plotted in Figure 3 , with the joint-model fit shown as a horizontal line with 1-σ errors. A few partial or noisy light curves (20050419B, 20050419I, 20060714) have been omitted from the individual results; similarly, the radius ratio for 20030730z was fixed to the joint-fit value. In general, the independent fit resultss are consistent with the joint fit, with the notable exception of the original photometry for 20060720P, shown as a red triangle. No significant variations are seen in any of the studied parameters over the 6-year time span of the observations.
Comparison to previous system parameters
With twenty-one new light curves, the combined fit provides a more precise determination of the system parameters, as summarized in Table 4 . The errors derived from the photometry for the radius ratio, inclination, and semi-major axis are now significantly smaller than the error in the measured stellar radius; the component of the error in the planetary radius ratio due to stellar noise is fifteen times greater than the contribution from the photometry. Any improvement in the stellar parameters will significantly improve the precision with which the radius of OGLE-TR-56b is now known.
The radius ratio remains consistent with the value reported by Pont et al. (2007) , based on a single highprecision light curve. Moreover, of the nineteen light curves with independently fit radius ratio values in Table 5, none lies more than 1.3 σ from the joint-fit value. Most of the new light curves have radius ratio precisions ranging from 1-4%. The lack of change in the transit depth over time indicates that either the star is less active than the few percent level, or that the pattern of star spots changes very slowly. No evidence was seen of star spot crossings.
Although our radius ratio agrees with Pont et al. (2007) , the transit duration, T 14 is significantly longer, by 18 minutes, with corresponding differences also seen in the highly-correlated inclination and semi-major axis. The duration difference can be seen by eye, as is illustrated in Figure The duration of all transits, except for 20060720P, are best fit by the longer-lasting transit model (black solid line). We thus conclude that the photometry from Pont et al. (2007) most likely suffers from some unidentified noise source that shortens the apparent duration of the transit; this problem was likely exacerbated by the lack of data immediately before transit. This finding should be taken as a caution against using single-transit light curves to argue for transit duration variations due, for example, to planetary orbital precession.
The new value obtained for the semi-major axis ratio of the system, a/R * = 3.065 ± 0.022 versus the value of 3.75 ± 0.15 derived by Pont et al. (2007) , means that the planet is somewhat closer to the star than previously estimated. The implications for the planetary temperature are discussed in § 3.4. The new value for the inclination, i = 73.72 ± 0.18, also means that the planet is closer to a grazing orbit than previously thought (b = 0.859±0.003).
We also note that the revised photometry should prompt a self-consistent reanalysis of the stellar parameters, which are now mildly discrepant. OGLE-TR-56 is faint (V = 16.56), and the radial velocity measurements have uncertainties from 20 − 100 m s −1 (Torres et al. 2004; Bouchy et al. 2005 ). Therefore the amplitude of the radial velocity signal, and subsequently the mass of the star, are not well constrained. Torres et al. (2008) derived a value of M * = 1.228 ± 0.0078M , based on the stellar density derived from the photometry of Pont et al. (2007) . Combined with the orbital period, P = 1.2119819 days, this implies a semimajor axis of 3.76 +0.35 −0.31 , inconsistent with our new result (a/R * = 3.065 ± 0.022). The new photometry suggests a lower stellar density is required, with shifts of order −1 σ in mass and +3 σ in stellar radius needed to achieve consistent values for a/R * . A re-analysis of the the radial velocity data, perhaps including new measurements, are recommended to accurately determine the stellar parameters.
Implications for the observed planetary occultation
Sing and López-Morales (2009) obtained a z -band occultation depth for OGLE-TR-56b of 0.0363 ± 0.0091% and a brightness temperature of T z = 2718 +127 −107 K, using the values of the system parameters derived by Torres et al. (2008) and an effective temperature for the star of 6119 ± 62K. Since the system parameters have changed, we refit the occultation data in the same manner described in §3.1 of Sing and López-Morales (2009) , replacing the orbital period, a/R * , the planet-to-star radius ratio, and the orbital inclination by the new values in Table 4 . The new fit gives an occultation depth of 0.0374% and a central phase of φ = 0.4986 ± 0.0007. The central phase is within the errors of the previously derived value and still consistent with a circular orbit. The occultation is 0.0011% deeper than the value derived before, but both values still agree within the measured depth uncertainty. The revised brightness temperature of the planet is T z = 2708 +102 −120 K, also consistent with the value derived before. Therefore, the atmospheric properties of the planet derived in Sing and López-Morales (2009) remain valid, unless significantly different values for the stellar radius and temperature are found.
TIMING
With twenty different transit epochs of OGLE-TR-56b measured over eight years, the timing of the system can be quite well constrained. In Table 6 , we present all available transit midtimes, including the OGLE survey time from Torres et al. (2004) as well as the new transits presented in this work and the re-analyzed data from Pont et al. (2007) .
We calculate a new transit ephemeris using the transit times derived from the joint fit and also including the OGLE survey time (transit 20010615). Two transits observed in alternating filters (20030730 in r and z and 20060720 in R and V ) had divergent transit midtimes when split by filter, so we fit a single combined light curve for each transit individually (see also the combined fit parameter results in Table 5 ). In both cases, the midtime from the combined light curve lies between the times derived from individual filter curves and is closer to the expected time of transit; this indicates the potential for timing errors if only a partial or poorly-sampled light curve is fit. (The individual filter curves for a third transit, 20050419, observed in two filters, B and I, was left alone, because both filters cover only half a transit and yield large overlapping errors; although included in the weighted fit, this transit has minimal impact on the resulting ephemeris.)
We find the new transit ephemeris to be: 2453936.60070(44) [BJD] + 1.21191096(65)N. (1) where T C is the predicted central time of a transit (note that this is the same epoch as Pont et al. 2007) , N is the number of periods since the reference midtime, and the values in parentheses are errors on the last digits. The residuals from this ephemeris are shown in Figure 5 , with the lower panel zoomed in on the crowded region around the zero epoch. We note that the transit midtime is robustly measured for the zero epoch, with consistent timing results whether we use the original photometry (20060720P), the new photometry (20060720V+R) for the VLT light curve, or the independent time from Magellan (20060720N). The best linear fit has a reduced χ 2 = 2.6, so we have scaled the errors on the parameters in Equation 1 by √ 2.6 = 1.6. The relatively poor reduced χ 2 suggests that the errors on some transits are still underestimated; removing the most discrepant 3-4 transits from the fit results in a reduced χ 2 of just over 1. If these errors really are correct, then it is possible that the assumption of a constant ephemeris is incorrect. The most deviant points are 20060720N at transit number 0 (−3.6 σ), and 20090612 at transit number 873 (−3.4 σ), but there is no reason to conclude at this time that intrinsic timing variations are responsible.
Limits placed on timing variations
The error on the revised period estimate is 56 ms, with no evidence of decrease seen over the eight year time span from 2001-2009. If we fit for a linear decrease in the orbital period over time, the rate in change of the period isṖ = −2.9 ± 17 ms yr −1 , consistent with a constant period. Based on this result, we can derive a conservative lower limit estimate for the value of the stellar tidal decay factor, Q * . Assuming a three-sigma upper limit on the period change (5.4 ms yr −1 ) and Equation 5 from Levrard et al. (2009) , we find that the tidal decay factor for OGLE-TR-56 is no less than Q * = 10 5.7 . Furthermore, the nominal value obtained for the period change implies a Q * = 10 7 . No evidence is seen of transit duration variations. The best fit to the individual transit durations listed in Table 5, using the combined light curves 20030730r+z and 20060720R+V in place of the curves separated by filter, and omitting the much-shorter duration light curve 20060720P, finds that the total transit duration has changed byṪ 14 = −0.3 ± 32 s yr −1 , consistent with no change. Since the planet has a large impact parameter and nearly-grazing transits, it is possible that in the future orbital precession might lead to observable changes in the planetary duration. However, no such changes have been seen to date.
We performed numerical integrations to place limits on the perturber mass for a subset of the data, using the same method for other planets described in Adams et al. (2010a Adams et al. ( ,b, 2011 . Using 11 transits from 2006-2009, companion mass limits were placed down to 12M J in the exterior 2:1 mean motion resonance. However, we were unable to successfully run the analysis on the full set of transit times, most likely owing either to intrinsic instability in the system (meaning very few potential companions would be stable) or an error in our assumptions (that the timing residuals are intrinsically flat). Given the high reduced χ 2 value of the constant-period fit in Equation 1, it is most likely that either a few transit errors remain underestimated, or that there are timing variations that will require more data to conclusively identify and characterize.
CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have presented 21 new light curves of 19 transits of OGLE-TR-56b, vastly increasing the supply of high quality data on the planet. Our fitted radius value of 1.378±0.090 R J is almost identical to the previously published value, and we note that the error is almost entirely supplied by error on the stellar radius; the component of uncertainty from the photometry alone is fifteen times smaller.
The values presented for the transit duration, inclination, and semi-major axis in this work are significantly different from those reported earlier, the most likely explanation being an error in the previous photometry. The new value for a/R * = 3.065 ± 0.022 places the planet slightly closer to its star than previously thought, while the inclination, i = 73.72 ± 0.18 degrees, means that planet is closer to a grazing orbit (b = 0.859 ± 0.003). Furthermore, the photometrically-derived values for the semi-major axis ratio are somewhat inconsistent with the current values for the stellar radius and mass; the stellar radius would need to be larger and the stellar mass smaller in order for the values to agree. New measurements and analysis of the stellar parameters are needed to resolve this inconsistency. In particular, if the stellar radius really is larger, the planetary radius value would also increase, implying that OGLE-TR-56b has an even more inflated radius than currently thought, with implications for its composition and energy budget.
The new orbital period is P = 1.21191096±0.00000065 days. Although there are a few points with 3-sigma residuals, there is no reason to conclude at this time that these are transit timing variations, the most likely explanation being underestimated errors. Excluding the likely erroneous low value for the previously published duration, the transit duration has remained constant during a nine year span (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) , with the best fit changė T 14 = −0.3 ± 32 s yr −1 . The orbital period has likewise been constant, withṖ = −2.9 ± 17 ms yr −1 , consistent with no change. Taking the three-sigma upper limit on the period change (5.4 ms yr −1 ) means we can place a lower limit on the stellar tidal decay factor of Q * = 10 5.7 ; the nominal value implies Q * = 10 (Table 5) is shown for the inclination (i), semimajor axis (a/R * ), planet-star radius ratio (k), total transit duration (T 14 ), full transit duration (T 23 ), and ingress/egress duration, assuming a circular orbit (T 12 = T 34 ). Note that all errors have been scaled upward based on the factor calculated from residual permutation. For comparison, the value derived from the joint MCMC fit is plotted as a solid blue lines with dashed ±1σ errors. We highlight our independent fit to the light curve published by Pont et al. (2007) in red to illustrate that it is markedly discrepant for all parameters except the radius ratio. 
